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Editorial
Divine Global Communism

O

ur body system teaches us a
very significant lesson.
Different organs of a body
have varieties of essential
functions evolved from the single organic
system (unicellular animal) due to urge of
existential evolution for a better life.
Secondly a marvellous functional
co-ordination has also been developed
in-between these essentials varieties of
organs, such as lungs, heart, kidney, brain,
etc. And we observe - if any one of those
organs falls in functional trouble - immediately rest of those organs together come
forward for managing this crisis. This systematic organization works when all of the
organs are well connected with the central
or master organ i.e. brain. It is fact that
head, hand, stomach, leg these four division of labour of body, work as a single unit
when all unconditionally obey the commands of head (master mind). And quality
of work depends upon the functional level
of the brain.
Similarly society has also evolved along
with a perfect network of division of labour
(grouping of similar characters) based on
hereditary-instinct of mankind. And the
system is directed and co-ordinated by
Master man as the head of the society.
This system not only develops the possibilities of maximum socio-economic output,
scientific-n’-technological development,
family-based industrial growth and a foundation of self-reliance economy to compete
in Globalization; but also it gradually removes unemployment, uneven competition, economic downfall, capitalistic exploitation, and state’s autocracy. This brings
equitable (not equal) distribution of social
responsibility (labour) and reward (wealth).
Hence it takes the society towards divinity.
This is Indo-Aryan socialism.
The whole society gradually becomes
integrated following the leadership of World
Master (Seer) and humanitarian culture
slowly gets developed. Finally, an
upgraded generation of divine character
evolves, by proper ‘marriage reform’ and
popularising natural law of eugenics. This
better psychogenic quality of mankind,
would make a new world. This is foundation of Aryan World order i.e. ‘Divine Global
Communism’.
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Imparting Industrial
Industrial--Training is must in Education

T

he industrial training is the integral part
of education and if it is properly given
then, that not only makes one selfdependent but also strengthens socio-economy as
well as develops scientific temperament and research sprit of the common people.
Under this condition and process house hold industry grows with quality and cheap products. This
will not only capture the internal market, but also
the global market and will lead
the society towards the socialistic system, but securing the
human rights. But it requires
the government’s assistance
and sympathy. Students may
study arts, science or commerce, but in every faculty
some practical industrialtraining is compulsory from the
very primary stage, so that they can get confidence on its’ practical application to maintain
themselves after passing the high-school career.
The subjects must be classified into such practical
industrial divisions, so that through practice with
theoretical study they can built their career. Then
they will complete their study with such common
sense that they would be able to apply the
knowledge to earn from the market. This is the

S

So apparently it is a difficult task to keep God,
Dharma and Science in a common bracket. But
‘Indoaryan Existentialism’ (IE) - a revolutionary
ideology to be and become of mankind which can
balance the total socio-environmental ecology in
every parameter; rationally reveals a logical interrelationship between Science, Dharma and God.
Actually a distorted concept about Dharma and
God has become popular among the people. And
this is now a ‘fear-matter’ to them due to grave
ignorance! That’s why it has lost its connection
with human existence. In fact Dharma is those
mental and physical activities — which nurture and
uphold human existence-n’-evolution forever. So
who so ever exists and evolves; more or less he or
she is following Dharma. But human wants the
best path of self-becoming. So he searches out
the techniques to be and become and this very
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strong foundation of social economy and growth
of economic and scientific temperament.

Demonetisation crisis brought
digitisation transaction

To create scientific and technological base of the
society from the primary educational stage of
each school, there must be an industrial laboratory. Where children will create toys using the
instruments and apply their imaginary thoughts
with the help of the teachers. During making the
toys they will also be trained in mathematics,
science, geography, history
etc. related to those practical
works. Thus the small kids
will not only imbibe scientific
and technological know-how
but also develop great interest in their regular subjects
because of the entry through
their ground of interest. Thus
they will automatically search
all the theoretical aspects in their subjects and
those will also be stronger.

The motive behind demonetisation of
Govt. of India seems to be honest. But

This is connected to socialistic form of people’s
economy, where society will not be exploited by
capitalists or multinationals and on the other
hand people will not be dependent on mercy of
state. Money power will be transferred to the
common efficient people.

Science Dharma and God : An interconnected phenomenon
cience is the causal expression of natural phenomenon—that gives mathematical and logical analysis of the facts of the
events, which take place around us. In the view
point of the common people ‘Dharma’ is mere
ritualistic exercises. But rationally it
(so-called Dharma) has no direct impact on becoming of human life and it
doesn’t stand on scientific ground. On
the other hand majority of population
of the world believe ’God’; but His
existence and His impact on human
life couldn’t be scientifically discovered
so far.
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technique is science. So Dharma only welcomes science, to be applied in favour of human existence.
On the other, to know ’God’ is to be God; it
means to get control over environment in favour of self-existence and obviously
it directly varies with existence of
surroundings. So having more existential control over environment,
makes more realization of God.
This quality-of-control does present
in every matter in terms of
’existential urge’. This urge of existence only enables it to make command over its existential factors (environment).
As water wants to remain water; and to be so it
controls it’s environment in favour. Similarly
human for its existential urge; - tries to unveil
the secrets (factors) of the mechanism of his
environment. This develops existential consciousness in human - which connects him
with all the universal matters to be used in
favour of existence of all.
As total ecology wants to uphold existence of
each individual to balance the system. In this
state of consciousness, a man can receive
impulse from around. This is ‘God’ realization
and the knowledge to make it out is - science.
And the practical application of the knowhow
for being and becoming of self and all factors
of existence - is Dharma. Thus God, Dharma
and Science are interrelated!

certainly it made a crisis in the small and
micro business sectors and common
people faced lots of hardship for their daily
livelihood activities. But more or less
people stood with the effort of combating
black money. But on the other hand digital
monetary transaction suddenly gained
popularity even in the rural sectors. Is it a
big leap towards digitisation?

End of life of a revolutionary!
Fidel Castro, a Marxist Communist revolutionary who came to rule Cuba with an
iron fist, died on November 25, 2016 at
the age of 90. He commonly known as

Fidel Castro, was a Cuban politician and
revolutionary against neo-imperialism. He
first tried to overthrow General Batista in
1953, was imprisoned, exiled to Mexico,
and then returned in 1956. He succeeded
on January 1, 1959 and has dominated
Cuba ever since – surviving 638 documented attempts by the CIA to kill him,
and living through ten US presidencies.
He governed the Republic of Cuba (a
Marxist-Leninist socialist small island
close to USA) as Prime Minister from
1959 to 1976 and then as President from
1976 to 2008.

Noah's Ark found in Turkey?

A team claimed to have found first time in
couples of years ago seven large wooden
compartments buried at 13,000 feet above
sea level, near the peak of Mount Ararat.
After that many visited the place. As It is
believed according to Bible that the mountain (Ararat) in Turkey is the final resting
place of Noah's ark where Noah, his family and animal species after the great flood
landed about 7000 years ago. Now it has
drawn attention of the historians, anthropologists and also UNESCO.
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